Photo and letter shared with permission of Cindy Juttner, a phone and email client of
mine based in Costa Rica

Dear Kathryn,
With your virtual organizing coaching, I have everything ahead of me to be better and
better after being challenged with disorganization my entire life. It´s close; I can sense
it. Thank God! Thank you! You came into my life for a reason and will be held in my
grateful heart forever. I am so happy that I opened my eyes and ears. I have a blind trust
in ourselves that we can see emerge the best in me.
You have been such a support, just to know you are there, believing in me. It's like
swimming, when you think your body can't respond to one more stroke, but your
accuracy in e-mailing me quotes and advice have been there, like my swimming teacher
cheering for more.
Your coaching style unified with my desire to succeed has spared me from sinking or
even thinking about it, because you described since the very beginning what it was
going to be like. Thank God I have been able to use all your tools as shields and
propellers, because it has not been easy. Not the task itself as much as creating the time
to do it and making sure to carry out the rest of my daily duties as wife, mother, and
boss and supplier for my three kinds of clients. Now I am on my way, and am not
stopping. I am not quitting, ever! I am almost there, the heartbeat of the vision that once
only vibrated deep within, is now flowing out too.

Here's how your four coaching calls and follow-up e-mails helped me:
The present is not exhausting and depleting anymore; it's a proactive opportunity.
I recovered almost 100% of my creativity, thinking in great new projects already.
One month ago I understood I had to be on time, now I enjoy being on time.
I started to yearn to be in my home office; it's not a sacrifice anymore and I believe I
will be able to enjoy my dream home office soon, and that feeling was very far away
one month ago.
I can find things quickly and easily which is very rewarding.
I created a time to start reading, enjoying, and taking advantage of my magazines, which
I already paid for a long time ago.
It is easier to decide whether to file or toss; I don't create trash anymore!
I love my organized life and everybody around me benefits with me.
Isn't this wonderful?! So again, thanks and God bless you.
Love,
Cindy in Costa Rica
CindyJuttner.com
P.S. You have an amazing ability to put in words several things that are treasures for
me: concrete and purposeful questions, accurate answers, perfect timing quotes, and
sensible suggestions that have made me smarter, comfortable, self-confident and selfassured. I used to not like organized people a little because all I could remember was
bad input from their perfectly particular way of being. You changed that feeling and I
trust you. You are so professional. I want to be like you! I am paying you back with a
daily reminder about you, from me, to our Lord.

